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Welcome to 
7 Visions Magazine: 
PRESIDENTIAL EDITION

Thank you Lateef for letting me be a special 
editor for this edition and thank you to staff 

as always bringing 
their best to the table 
everyday including the 
other marvelous co-
editor Jose Jimenez, 
Denny Esquivel, Ruben 
Moody, Richard From 
Delta, Eric Reyes, and 
Juan TrillKnight Acosta. 
A BIG THANK YOU to 
Zach Dominguez for the 
fresh new design of the 
magazine; he is a young 
designer professional 
with a bright bright 
future! 

With the fervor of the 
presidential candidate elections in the air and 
Nationals 2015 being hosted in the beautiful 
city of San Antonio, Texas, it has been a 
busy month for our 7 Visions Magazine staff 
preparing this edition. Our staff hopes you 
enjoy this edition as our usual editor Lateef 
Ipaye has taken a small hiatus to focus on 
his Omega Delta Phi national presidential 
campaign. In this edition you will have the 
opportunity to read about our current 
National President Jacob-Aidan Martinez as he 
reminisces over his last 8 years and prepares 
to leave office as well as read a “where 
are they now” of past National Presidents. 
Also, our current Presidential candidates 
Tony Pagliocco, Lateef Ipaye and Oscar 
Rodriguez communicate last words before the 
election and you will be able to review some 
advertisements from some of the candidates. 

Along with the presidential flavored content 
we also have pictorial coverage of the many 
Brothers around the ODPhi nation who 
have graduated school fulfilling our primary 
mission as well as community service stories 
centering around our national partner City 

Year and Brothers doing service work abroad 
for the Peace Corps.

Lastly there will be a Leadership article 
around our Beta Alpha chapter’s strength in 
overcoming overwhelming odds, available 
National positions coming available after the 
presidential elections, as well as last minute 
updates regarding National 2015 conference in 
preparation for it later this week.

Thank you again for this opportunity, Lateef, 
we hope the 7Visions staff has made you 
proud! 

In your honor, KNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIGHTSSSSSSS! See 
you in San Antonio in a few days
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7 Visions Staff

RAFAEL J. TORRES
University of Texas at Dallas

Dear #7Visions readers: 

First and foremost I would like to thank Lateef Ipaye for allowing me to join 
the marketing team back in 2012, it has been a pleasure to contribute and 
be a part of a wonderful team of dedicated and talented young men. 

On behalf of my co-editor in chief Jose Rafael Torres, and the #7Visions staff 
Denny Esquivel, Ruben Moody, Richard From Delta, Eric Reyes, Édgar Véliz-
Ramírez, Juan Acosta, and Zach Dominguez I hope you all enjoy reading this 
issue as much as we enjoyed preparing it for you. 

The 2015 National Conference is going back to beautiful San Antonio, Texas. 
Brothers from all over the country have begun their travels to part take in 
the business of the conference and of course the diversions that the city 
offers. Wish you all safe travels to San Antonio and back home. 

With the excitement of the national presidential election in the air, I would 
like to thank Jacob Aidan Martinez for his leadership and guidance over his 
years in office. A leader should always leave office knowing he left it all on 
the field and Jacob certainly fulfilled that promise. As far as the presidential 
hopefuls, Tony Pagliocco, Lateef Ipaye and Oscar Rodriguez, we wish you all 
the best of luck! 

Can’t wait to see what the future brings for all of us individually and as a 
collective. KNIGHTS!! 

Best regards,  Jose Jimenez Co-Editor in Chief



t’s hard to believe that I’ve reached the end of  my term already. It feels like just yesterday that I was being 
grilled at our National Conference celebrating our 25th Anniversary. I was so confident that this position 
would be easily adaptable, but still to this day I am re-adapting to the many changes that is Omega Delta 

Phi. I never imagined when I crossed in fall 2006 that I, Jacob-Aidan Martinez, of  all brothers in the nation 
would be the National President. The reason being, was because I lacked self-confidence. To understand where 
I’m coming from, I want to take you all back to my life prior to Omega Delta Phi.

Growing up was tough. I grew up in a very underprivileged area and household. We were lower middle-class 
folk, and by lower middle-class I mean my parents lived paycheck to paycheck. They did what they could to 
provide the necessary means to support their children. My mother and father separated when I was 2 years old. 
It didn’t have any effect on me, as I was too young to understand. Both of  them re-married immediately. My 
mother, a hard working women who did everything to provide for her children. My father, a 22-year veteran 
who unfortunately had several run-ins with the law. My family wasn’t perfect, but it was my family and they 
showed unconditional love. As time went on and I went through my schooling, I struggled with many things. In 
elementary, I was graded below the other kids. I was placed in a learning community and given a mentor to see 
if  I could “catch up” with the other students. The teachers labeled me as an underperformer and trouble maker. 
I was always different; much smaller than the other boys in class. I was immediately targeted and went through 
years of  being bullied. It got so bad that even in high school, I would make myself  sick so that I can stay home 
and not have to face the reality of  it all. I felt lost at times and would go home for some comfort. 
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Unfortunately, home was a mess too. My freshmen year of  high school, our family was struck with tragedy. My 
step-brothers, Adam and Eddie passed away in a car accident. It was a defining moment for my Dad’s side of  
the family. A moment that eventually tore that family a part. Time went on and things didn’t get better, in fact 
they got much worse. I suffered under an abusive family member and ended up leaving the house at the age of  
16. I moved to my grandma’s house shortly after. It was a safe haven, my shelter. I was able to be myself  and
not have to worry about anything other than school. I was given a freedom that I hadn’t had prior. My senior 
year was fun; I started standing up for myself  and those that bullied me all those years finally left me alone. My 
small group of  friends kept me from doing something stupid. They protected me, they helped me, and they were 

true friends. My last year, I was able to concentrate and ended up in 
several Dual Credit and AP classes. I left as a distinguished graduate 
and never looked back. It just went to show that if  we label students; 
sometimes they can’t get away from that label. I was fortunate 
enough, and work hard to change who I was meant to be. I went 
from that struggling child in elementary and became a graduate, 
above most of  my graduating class. It was then that I knew, hard 
work can change anything.A 

   Brotherhood of  Hope

JACOB-AIDAN MARTINEZ
President, Omega Delta Phi Fraternity Inc.
St. Mary’s University, San Antonio, TX

Presidential Section

I

“She always told me, ‘Someone can take away all your 
possessions, but they can never take away 

your education’. 

That quote has resonated with me to this day.” 

I never had any aspiration to attend college, other than the fact that 
I didn’t want to struggle like my parents did. My parents always told 
us to go to college otherwise we’d struggle too. I really didn’t start 
looking into colleges until my junior year of  high school. I really felt 
that people like me didn’t go to college, I couldn’t afford it. I had 
no idea what I was doing. I just knew I had to enroll somewhere. 
I ended up applying and getting admitted to St.Mary’s University 
for Criminal Justice and Johnson & Wales University in Florida for 
Culinary Arts. Both were a passion of  mine in high school. 

I ended up going to St.Mary’s University (STMU) since I wasn’t too fond of  leaving Texas. My first semester was 
horrible! I ended up dropping out. It’s not that I wasn’t college ready. It was just hard to fit in that community. 
I was still very different. I dressed in all black clothing. I was that rocker dude that no one really talked to, and 
what made matters worse was that I was a commuter. It was hard to make friends when I was only on campus 
for a couple of  hours. I didn’t have the luxury of  being able to be involved on campus because I had to work 
full-time to support myself. I, at the time, had just started working at Wal-Mart. It was fun making money, so I 
decided to not go to back to school. I ended up being a bad kid on the streets. All my other street friends were 
with me and I was happy. I fell down a very dark path, one where I abused substances. A semester had passed 
and my grandmother pleaded with me. She said to me, “Jacob, you are so smart. Why are you throwing it away?”. 
She always told me, “Someone can take away all your possessions, but they can never take away your education”. 
That quote has resonated with me to this day. We made a deal, if  I went to a community college then she would 
help pay for the classes. 

Letter from the President



I wanted to make her happy and so I enrolled at a 
local community college, Palo Alto College. Something 
in me changed that semester. I still can’t figure what it 
was, but it was the start of  a new beginning.

During my lapse, I fell behind my graduating class. I 
knew that I wanted to catch up so that I could share 
the success when all my high school friends would 
be graduating from college too. So I enrolled in 24 
hours in the summer sessions. It was tough but I 
succeeded with almost all Straight A’s and left Palo 
Alto College with 2 Associate Degrees. I decided 
to transfer back to St.Mary’s University and give it 
another shot. I was now a junior, and knew that I had 
to put myself  out there to make new friends. The 
first weeks went on and I didn’t have any luck. One 
night, I was on a Yahoo Messenger San Antonio Chat 
Room and noticed a member with “STMU” in their 
screenname. I immediately messaged him because I 
was that desperate to find a friend that actually went to 
STMU.  His name was Armando Sanchez. We talked 
about everything under the sun for a few days before 
he finally mentioned that he was a founder for a new 
fraternity on campus, this fraternity was Omega Delta 
Phi (ODPhi). I immediately became intrigued. I never 
was the frat “type” but it was worth looking into. 
Armando was hesitant at first, since he only knew me 
as punk_rock_boy_86. But he invited me to all the 
rush (recruitment) events. Unfortunately, all of  them 
conflicted with my work schedule because I worked 
full time from 3pm-midnight every day. The big day 
came for interviews, and Armando asked if  I was still 
interested. I very much was but my schedule conflicted 
with the interviews too. So the brothers who wanted 
to meet me, decided to have a special interview before 
their house meeting so that they could interview me 
right before I went in to work. I remember that they 
didn’t like me at first, only because I didn’t really 
know anything about ODPhi or the Greek system. 
However, they didn’t know my past and reasoning. So 
they ended up giving me a bid anyway. I remember the 
day they gave me the invitation, I wasn’t able to attend 
the bidding ceremony because I had to work. The 
brothers decided to deliver it to me at work. 
Let me tell you, having 10 guys circle you at the $5.50 
DVD bin was mighty intimidating. But that’s where 
my ODPhi journey began.

Jacob with USA Olympic Gold Medalist, Henry Cejudo

Joining ODPhi was tough. It was hard to manage my classes, 
my job, and the fraternity. At first, I wasn’t anywhere near a 
“super pledge”. I barely made an attempt to learn the material 
because I didn’t have time. I almost dropped and my ODPhi 
big brother pushed me to stay. I started printing copies of  the 
manual and would read them while I was stocking DVDs at 
work. The program itself  required so much that eventually I 
left Walmart. My grandma saw how happy the fraternity made 
me and decided to help me out with some living expenses. I 
was able to focus full time on my classes and ODPhi. I was a 
proud pledge (new member)! I pushed my class, Beta Class, 
to finish our requirements so that we can become brothers. 
Unfortunately, 3 of  the 5 dropped the program within the first 
few weeks. The last standing member, my PB, Adam Landry 
stayed. At one point, he also left to take care of  some things 
back home. When he came back, the brothers asked if  I was 
comfortable with him joining the process again. I agreed 
for several reasons, Adam shared the name of  my deceased 
brother. Ironically, Adam also shared a very important 
anniversary. Adam’s birthday, April 1, was the same day that 
my brothers passed away. I figured that was a sign. I knew 
I was in the right place. On November 29, 2006, we finally 
crossed into the brotherhood of  Omega Delta Phi. It was an 
emotional night because a new journey was about to begin. 
Little did I know, that everything was about to change. Later 
that day, we got a letter from the Dean. 

 I figured that was a sign. 
I knew I was in the right place.



The letter stated that we were under investigation for allowing members to join, who weren’t eligible or listed on 
the school’s roster. The final verdict was in and we were suspended for a semester. I was heart-broken at first. This 
brotherhood that I was supposed to enjoy, was now in peril. I decided to use that one semester to learn anything 
and everything I could about Omega Delta Phi. I requested all the manuals and paperwork from Nationals so that 
I can better prepare myself  for the next semester when our suspension ended. The next semester came, the start 
of  my senior year, and a position on the National Executive Council (NEC) became available. At the time, my 
entity - St.Mary’s Colony, was struggling to make ends meet. I thought to myself, if  I can land on the board then 
maybe I could do something good for the colony. After several interviews, I was informed that I didn’t qualify 
because the National Constitution says that the individual has to be from an established chapter, not colony. I 
took the news okay and thanked the NEC for allowing me to participate in the process as a Neo (new brother). A 
week later, I received a phone call asking if  I was still interested. It turns out that the NEC thought I was a strong 
candidate and voted to amend the constitution to allow brothers from colonies to hold the office of  the National 
Undergraduate Representative. I was ecstatic! I was a neo on the national board and wanted to learn everything 
I could about the organization. I attended board meetings, regional meetings, and national meetings. It was 
awesome. The year went on and many other great things happened. I made some of  the best friends ever! They 
invited me to a retreat called Rattler Awakening and it changed my life forever. 

I finally came to terms with myself  and my mishaps. I was able to reconcile with my family, and all those that I 
felt hurt me or whom I had hurt along the way. I found a new relationship in my spirituality.

My term was coming to an end (since I was graduating). I really didn’t know what I wanted to do in life. I was 
receiving my degree in Criminal Justice but knew that I had lost interest in that field. My last few weeks I searched 
online to see if  there was a field that meant I wouldn’t ever have to leave college! After all, this was where I found 
myself. I finally found that there is a career to work at a college, Higher Education Administration. I applied 
for a graduate program at The University of  Texas at San Antonio (UTSA). At the same time, Jorge Rodriguez 
(National President) was trying to fill a position that had been vacated. That position was the Central Texas 
Regional Director. Originally, I wasn’t going to run for the position but Mr. Rodriguez thought it would be an easy 
transition since I already sat on the council. So I tried my luck and after an intensive election and tie-breaker vote, 
I was elected as the Central Texas Regional Director. 

It was actually a tough transition as all the entities at 
the time had some type of  sanction, suspension, or 
paperwork missing, etc.  The first year of  the term 
was tough, but I gained the respect of  the region 
all while managing my job at UTSA and studies 
in the graduate program. The second year of  my 
term, the region changed dramatically. We went 
from being amongst the lowest ranking entities in 
the nation to having 5 of  the entities ranking in 
the top 10 in the nation. We won “Region of  the 
Year” that year. Our moral was high and my term 
was coming to an end. The region wanted me to 
continue my work, so I agreed to stay for 2 more 
years. Everything was good. I was learning, I was 
growing, and I was working in Higher Ed.
During my 3rd year as Regional Director (RD), 
everything was 
running smoothly 
and I had 
completed my 
graduate degree. 
I was assisting 
Alpha Delta in 
making their 
chapter healthy 
again by being 
their Prospective 
Member Educator 
(PME). It was at 
that time that our 
National Vice 
President had 
resigned from their position. I never thought to 
apply for the position because I was happy as the 
RD. The National President at the time, Ivan Jaime, 
asked me to fill that role for the last year of  his 
administration. I agreed but only if  I could keep my 
RD position for the last semester in the academic 
year. After being appointed as the National Vice 
President, I learned more and more about the 
inner workings of  the organization. Shortly after, 
a call went out for nominations for the National 
President. I originally didn’t want to run for it 
because I wasn’t confident enough that I could 
lead this organization. It wasn’t until having a long 
conversation with Mr. Jaime that I felt inspired and 
encouraged to apply. I did and so did several others. 
As the elections went on, all the other candidates 

dropped out of  the race; leaving me uncontested. 
After the elections, I went straight to work as our 
new National President. We worked hard to make 
some major changes.
It’s hard to believe that it’s the end of  my time on 
the council. It’s been an awesome 8-year journey. I 
always say that I made it by myself, but that’s a lie. 
There were several times that people helped, inspired, 
and carried me. I want to thank them now. A huge 
thank you to Jorge Rodriguez, Jorge Garcia, Arturo 
Elizondo Jr., and Judas Mireles – the original NEC 
for bringing me on board. Thanks to Ivan Jaime, 
Solio Felix, Isaac Magana, Nick Pesina, and all the 
other board members – I learned so much from you 
all. Thanks for supporting me in my role. Thanks to 
my STMU Colony brothers, Armando Sanchez, Jesus 

Garza, John 
Carrillo, Oscar 
Martinez, 
Daniel Salazar, 
Fernando 
Terrazas, 
Sebastian 
Echegaray, and 
Mario Garcia 
– without your
invitation and 
acceptance, 
none of  this 
would have 
been possible. 
Thank you to 

my Big Bros before and after the process, Anthony 
Rincon and Damon Cardenas – Both of  you pushed 
me to keep growing. Thank you to my administration, 
Eric Barrera, Rene Herrera, John Rojas, Oscar 
Rodriguez, Bryan Garcia, Lateef  Ipaye, Jonathon 
Lopez, Manny Diaz, Rogelio Ruiz, Peter Jaravata, 
Jose Jimenez, Jesus Apodaca, Anthony Fashe, Long 
Le, Arshad Madhani, Daniel Ramirez, Guillermo 
Morales, Mikey Zaragoza, Gabriel Avila, Phillip Loya, 
Dywaine Betts, Denny Esquivel, Jeremiah Campbell, 
Emanuel Magana, Luis Gonzalez, Jesse Trevino, 
Rodrigo Valles, Michael Teasdale, David Williams, 
Joel-Lehi Estrada, and Cedrick Darden – I couldn’t 
have done it without you all! We did awesome work.  
Thank you to my friends and brothers – Richard 
“From Delta” Villareal, Jennifer Villarreal, Armando 



Prado, Mary Daniella Loredo – we’ve had some good times, I can’t wait for more memories. 
Thank you to my STMU Friends, Maggie Salazar, Megan Lynne Freasier, John Reyes, 
Dorothy Reyes, Vanessa Mendoza, Amanda Salinas, Karla Cuburu, Anthony Noriega, and 
Stephanie Sanders – You all were pivotal in my reinvention.    Thank you to my friends and 
sisters – Martha Reyes, Genevieve Rodriguez, and Adriana Carreon-Medina – No matter how 
far we go, we will always be family. Thank you to my little brothers, Eric Barrera, Tom Flores, 
Marco Lopez, Manny Diaz, Eric Perrett, Justin Marmolejo, Jason Cadena, and Sammy Lam – 
I can’t even express what you all mean to me! I hope that I was able to teach you a thing or 
two both in life and in this brotherhood. Thank you to all my extended families, the Martinez
Family, the Navarro Family, and the Taft Family – You all are the best cheerleaders anyone 
could ask for. I want to give thanks to My Mom, My Grandma, My Dad, My Step-Dad, My 
Brother, JJ and My Sister, Valerie – I do what I do for us. Thank you for always accepting 
me through thick and thin. And finally thanks to God – it’s been a blessing.

This brotherhood has helped tremendously in my personal development. I can’t express how 
much love I have for this organization, it’s not tangible. I choose to live every day through our 
sacraments, those being unity, honesty, integrity, and leadership. Being the National President 
has taught me so much. It was eye opening and at times it was challenging.  I know many people 
doubted me being the youngest and first openly gay National President, but I hope I made 
my brothers proud. I began this journey as a lost 21-year-old young man to now a confident, 
independent 29-year-old young man. There is research that says, the foundation you build in 
your twenties will define the rest of  your life. I have to say that this is true! Omega Delta Phi 
came to me when I needed it the most. It gave me hope, it gave me responsibilities, it gave me 
confidence, and it gave me an opportunity not very many get to experience. Omega Delta Phi 
not only changed my life, but I honestly believe that it saved my life. I came in looking for 
some bros, but I leave now with a FAMILY. 

Thank you.

 Omega Delta Phi not only changed my life, 
     but I honestly believe that it saved my life.



1987 1995

1995 2015

Joe Cereceres 
Term: 1987
Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Ivan Martinez
Term: 1988
Alpha Chapter

Texas Tech University

Fred Pecina
Term: 1989
Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Francisco Javier Salcido, MD
Term: 1990
Alpha Chapter

Texas Tech University

Arturo Barraza
Term: 1991
Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Domingo “Nick” Ponce III
Term: 1992
Alpha Chapter

Texas Tech University

Sam Ralat
Term: 1992
Gamma Chapter
University of Arizona

Dinesh S. Rama
Term: 1993 - 1995

Gamma Chapter
University of Arizona

Dr. David Ortiz
Term: 2000
Delta Chapter

Texas A&M University

Ruben Hernandez
Term: 2001 - 2003
Epsilon Chapter
Arizona State University

Alejandro Rios
Term: 2004

Gamma Chapter
University of Arizona

Jorge Rodriguez
Term: 2005-2008
Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Jorge Garcia
Term: 2009-2010

Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Ivan Jaime
Term: 2011-2012
Chi Chapter
University of Texas

Jacob - Aidan Martinez
Term: 2013-2015

Alpha Pi Chapter
St. Mary’s University

L. Daniel Bertrand
Term: 1995 - 2000
Delta Chapter
Texas A&M University



The Past Presidents:

Where Are They Now?

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Developed formal Alpha Chapter pledge program and ceremony
• Helped to create, design and designate fraternity Coat of  Arms
• Established expansion process & procedures
• Expanded chapters to UTEP, UofA, ASU, and Texas A&M and
additional colonies
• Established fraternity handshake with Jaime Olivares
• Developed Active crossover ceremony
• Set forth regional government strategic direction
• Established fraternity National Council in 1991
• Rewrote national constitution to include additional chapters and bylaws
• Coined the phrase “One culture, Any race” during rewriting of  constitution
• Developed strong community and university relationships.

Degrees and certifications held currently?
Bachelors of  Business Administration in Marketing

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
Partner at MHBT -- a Marsh McLennan Company

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
I am proud of  the direction of  our fraternity.  I understand the work it takes to create something; and more 
importantly, the work it requires to develop a strong enough foundation to sustain it. 

Any other comments or info to convey?
Efforts during the first five years were critical to the foundation and long-term success of  our organization, as is 
every year going forward.  My message to the Brothers is to give your time with an open, honest and generous 
heart; and always have the fraternity’s best interest in mind.  Especially for Presidents and National Presidents 
of  our organization --- To be a worthy and purposeful leader, it requires a strong work ethic, compassion and a 
desire to create a path of  progress for others that will follow you.

FRED PECINA
ODPhi President 1989 & 1991)
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
Crossed 1988



Presidential Section
Where are they now?

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Proudly used the values of  Unity, Honesty, Integrity and Leadership to
help fraternity and brothers succeed
• Learned leadership skills from past presidents to continue to improve
and expand our fraternity
• Helped my Alpha brothers Fred Pecina, Oscar LeRoy and Albert
Navarro in Omega Delta Phi office positions as they diligently expanded/
started new chapters
• Helped in recruitment diligently when our census had decreased to 5
active brothers
• Helped host the first national conference in Lubbock Texas, presided as
acting national chair
• Served as a graduate Advisor

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• Bachelors of  Science in Mathematics 1991
• Doctorate of  Medicine 1998
• Diplomate American Board of  Family Medicine 2001

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Research Investigator Department of  Pharmacology Texas Tech University 1993-1994
• Research Investigator Department of  Organic Chemistry 1991-1992
• Chief  Resident 2000-2001, Family Medicine Chair, Vice Chief  of  Staff  Medical Center Hospital Odessa, TX
• Assistant Professor Texas Tech School of  Medicine 2001-Present
• Assistant Professor Texas Tech School of  Physician Assistants 2006- Present
• Private Practice 2001-present

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
Wow!  Meeting and networking with fascinating brothers from all over USA

Any other comments or info to convey?
I’ve enjoyed communicating and hopefully helping with advice to younger brothers.  I definitely know you all 
aspire me to be a better brother.  Keep me updated through the intergalacticweb, FaceBomb groups and shemail.

FRANCISCO JAVIER SALCIDO, MD DABFP
ODPhi President (1990)
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
Crossed 1988

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Helped to build upon the foundation of  the National fraternity structure
• The first “informally” elected National President by everyone present at
the national meeting

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• BA Mathematics

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
Beginning 21st year of  teaching, 20th year of  marriage, son preparing to 
attend and play basketball at MidAmerica Nazarene University in Olathe, 
Kansas.

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
Amazed at the progress of  the brotherhood from spring of  89 when I began at Texas Tech to present day.  It 
was also completely surreal to have one of  my son’s friends show up to his graduation party wearing an OD Phi 
t-shirt from UTA.

Any other comments or info to convey?
I believe that it is vital to remember that not all brothers may be visually active in the pursuits of  the values, 
traditions, and business of  our brotherhood, but that does not mean that they no longer care.  In my personal 
case, my involvement in my undergraduate and first years of  graduate service were passionate, then my goals, 
attention, and time shifted to my wife, son, and family.  If  we truly cherish these ideals then it is certainly up 
to us as men, husbands, fathers, uncles, etc. to not only promote those ideals, but to instill those qualities in 
everyone around us and to live them out daily in our inner circles and our day to day environment.

DOMINGO “NICK” PONCE III
ODPhi President (1993)
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
Crossed 1992

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Established the current structure of  the fraternity from a national level

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• BA in History and Mathematics

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Serving as a Board Member of  the Asian American Hotel Owners
Association (AAHOA)
• Chairman of  the Public Relations and Communications Committee
• Serving on the Advisory Board of  Pracrea, a real estate transactional
technology platform

DINESH S RAMA
ODPhi President (1993-1995)
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Crossed 1991



Presidential Section
Where are they now?

• Partner of  NewGen Worldwide, a full service real estate capital and transactional company specializing in
health care, education, and hospitality.

Any other comments or info to convey?
One of  the fundamental important parts that the fraternity and its members need to start addressing is the 
reaching out to past fraternity members and bringing them back into the fold, many are married with families 
and just like myself, my kids are about to go to college and we want to make sure that the resources that we did 
not have as a first generation attendee of  college, is how can the fraternity help and how the alumni can help 
with the fraternity.

{Dinesh Continued...)

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Reorganized and restructured the fraternity into the current regional model
with Regional Directors and created the Board of  Directors
• Rapidly expanded the fraternity and doubled the number of  chapters
during my tenure
• Held the first National Conference that wasn’t at a university (Las Vegas)
• Attempted to create a distinction between the Brotherhood and the
business of  perpetuating the Brotherhood which ultimately failed years later

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• Bachelor’s of  Environmental Design (Architecture) from Texas A&M University

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Research Investigator Department of  Pharmacology Texas Tech University 1993-1994
• Sr. Director for Microsoft Corp. I run Enterprises Services for the 8 states of  the Central Region of  the US as
the Services Practice Leader
• My organization comprises about 100 people and is responsible for $150M in revenue
• I live in Houston, TX, and have been married for 13 years to my beautiful wife Kaoru and have a 12 year old
son, Daiji. In my sparetime I like to do long distance precision shooting and ride motorcycles.

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
I still love the fraternity, but would have expected the national organization to have progressed much further 
than where it currently is. It is not a criticism as much as it is a surprise to me, and not to say there hasn’t 
been progress, because there has. I am still a big believer that the Brotherhood of  the Fraternity needs to be 
segmented away from the Business of  the Fraternity. More so now that I have been working and running large 
businesses for the last 18 years. My belief  is that we should be thinking and dreaming bigger and raising our bar 
of  expectations.

L. DANIEL BERTRAND
ODPhi President (1995 - 2000)
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
Crossed 1992

Any other comments or info to convey?
Joining the Fraternity, the Brothers I met, and the leadership opportunities I was afforded, changed my life and 
was critical to the success that I enjoy now. Without the Fraternity I wouldn’t be the man I am today. I hope 
that all Brothers appreciate what we have here, take advantage of  the opportunities and lessons that we learn 
together and ultimately give back to this Brotherhood your time, wisdom and connections as an alumni.

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 

• Oversaw the early formation of  the fraternity’s educational foundation and
the structural development of  the alumni association.  
• Played a pivotal role in creating an open communication with the
Presidents of  Nu Alpha Kappa, Sigma Lambda Beta, Phi Iota Alpha, 
Lambda Theta Phi, and Lambda Upsilon Lambda insofar as promoting a 
national dialogue on fraternal values and cooperative agreements  
• I cemented our early involvement in NALFO
• Entering my presidency, we were coming off  a period of  rapid expansion
and the introduction of  newly minted standards and organizational structure

Degrees and certifications held currently?
Ph.D. in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies from Indiana University; M.S. in Educational Administration 
and B.S. in Sociology from Texas A&M University.

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
College administrator and professor at University of  the Incarnate Word. Married to Dr. Sarah Ortiz and a 
family of  five girls:  Leticia, Carlie, Liliana, Carolyn, and Maya. I actively research and publish on issues of  college 
student persistence and graduation with particular emphasis on Latino/a student success. I began running 
in 1983 while in middle school and have continued to remain an active runner to date.  I have run numerous 
marathons and ultra marathons including several 50 and 100 mile races

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
I have been a part of  ODPhi for the past 25 years.  I have witnessed first-hand much of  its growth and 
maturation.  We have gone from periods of  uncontrolled and rapid expansion to ordered and stabilized growth.  
We have gone from anemic fraternal bank accounts to organizational solvency.  We are now providing more 
value added experiences for our members such as the summer leadership institute.  We have developed sound 
risk management policies and stronger business acumen.  Although some may lament that the fraternity feels too 
much like a business, the reality is that we must approach it as such in order to contemplate its future success.

DAVID A. ORTIZ
ODPhi President (2000 - 2001)
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
Crossed 1990

{Daniel Continued...)



Any other comments or info to convey?
During my presidency and shortly afterwards, I was the principal author of  ten National Association of  Latino 
Fraternal Organizations national awards including Organization of  the Year in 2003, 2004, and 2005.  I served 
on the Board of  Directors from 2002 to 2005.  I appointed the first non-fraternity members (and female) to 
the Board of  Directors and thus began to expand the level of  professional expertise and business acumen to 
the board.  The greatest friends in my life are those who share my fraternal bond.  These men have helped me 
celebrate the zenith of  my life experiences and counsel me during the nadir.

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• During my tenure we implemented the first ODP Risk Management policy,
added Undergraduate representation to the NEC and BoD 
• Created the National Undergraduate Council (NUC)
• During my tenure we were also a member of  the North American Latino
Fraternal Organizations (NALFO), where we garnered the prestigious 
‘Best Fraternal Organization’ award from the 24 member multi-Greek 
organizations 3 years in a row.

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• 1st National Constitution Rewrite since original was passed including the:

• The Judiciary Board
• National elections for president (vs. BOD Presidential Selection
Process)

• Defined National Directors and Officers and process for each
• Defined role of  Undergraduate Council
• Gave UG a process for initiating amendments to constitution
(previously only amended by nationals/BOD) and other

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• Bachelors of  Science in Mechanical Engineering (BSME), Masters in Business Administration (MBA)

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Currently living in Mesa, AZ.  Director of  Manufacturing for Nutraceutical Corporation (8 years).  Married to
Ruby Alvarado-Hernandez (current Kappa Delta Chi Board Chair).  We have two awesome children (Alyssa and 
Nicolas)

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
It absolutely sounds cliché, but it truly ‘grows as it goes’.  It’s been fun watching from the sidelines as the 
Organization has taken shape and matured

Any other comments or info to convey?
I’ve had the wonderful opportunity to meet, work with, and really get to know numerous Brothers across the 
ODPhi nation.  Being one of  the Leaders has been a blessed experience, and I’m glad that I was able to be a 
minor contributor to the ongoing growth of  our Brotherhood.  I look forward to the day when my son joins, 
and becomes part of  this legacy.

Omega Delta Phi will continually meet new challenges as we continue to expand and grow.  As long as we all 
continue to reflect our core values and have Brothers willing step up to the plate and help out, we will always be 
one of  the premier fraternal organizations across the United States.

• Numerous NALFO Awards - recognizing our leadership amongst our peer organizations
• Continued Expansion

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• BSBA Finance, Masters in Business Administration

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
I am currently working towards my professional goals at Intel Corporation where I have been employed for the 
last 15 years.  I am currently a Sr. Finance Manager in the Technology Manufacturing Group.  I am blessed to 
have been married for the last 9 years (Norma Rios) and have three young boys Alejandro (7), Joaquin (5) and 
Santiago (2)

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
Thoughts about current state of  the Fraternity: I have been blessed to be part of  an organization that shaped so 
many experiences in my life.  Some of  the brothers that I joined with and wlre actives then are my closest friends 
to this day.  The opportunity for leadership development, community involvement and others are un-matched.

The opportunity to serve as a leader of  this organization as VP Finance and later National President is a memory 
I will cherish for a long time.  Some of  my hardest times came as President, but also many truly excellent times.  I 
can attribute a large part of  my personal and professional growth to my time spent in a leadership capacity. I am 
happy to see the Fraternity continue to progress.  The potential for an organization such as ODP is limitless, we 
need only to work to achieve it.  I look forward to the day when we make the next leap forward.

If  I could provide any feedback or advice to the current leadership, I would strongly encourage them to once and 
for all address and close the debate of  Alumni involvement.   This remains something that has gone unsolved for 
far too long, thus making alumni an untapped resource for the most part (a few bright spots, but not prevalent). 

An area I continually worry about (when I was active, in a leadership position and now as an Alumni) is how we 
manage the risks that have impacted to many of  the greek organizations out there.  We’ve unfortunately already 
lost brothers in situations that could of  been avoided, how do we keep this from EVER happening again.

So long as live our code, are true to each other and help one another, this brotherhood will continue to achieve 
great things in the future.

RUBEN HERNANDEZ
ODPhi President (2001 - 2003)
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
Crossed 1993

ALEJANDO RIOS
ODPhi President (2004)
The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
Crossed 1995

Presidential Section
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Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
As the national president , I was fortunate to work with some dedicated 
brothers and together we were able to accomplish many goals we set and 
others that were thrust upon us unexpectedly. 

Below are a few of  some of  my proudest accomplishments:
• I was fortunate enough to participate in the 2004 national election

      process that allowed undergraduate chapters and brothers to vote for  
      the next national president.  Before this election, the national president  
      was chosen by the Board of  Directors through a committee election  
      process.  

All of  the presidential candidates that participated in this election were extremely respected brothers with great 
credentials and qualified to serve the brotherhood.  It was a great honor to have been selected from such a 
distinguished group of  brothers.  I’m extremely proud that this election process is still in existence today.

• The National Executive Council and Extended NEC team consisted of  alumni representing every region in the
brotherhood. I visited every region at least twice in my two terms and assured that an NEC officer was present at 
each regional conference annually.
• At the beginning of  my term, funds were extremely low and some chapters were not paying their national dues;
thus, hindering the advancement of  the fraternity. After much dialogue and  great effort between chapters and 
the national team, things begin to change and the national account began to grow annually. The national team 
began to present to the NUC financial statements and we held entities accountable for the financial security of  
the fraternity. 
• Always had two undergraduate representatives in the NEC and a NUC meetings every January and national
conference in July.
• Established the Judicial Board that consisted of  alumni and undergraduates to review sanctions placed on
entities and individual brothers from the national team.
• Guided the fraternity through some difficult legal problems due to the accidental death of  a brother in the fall
of  2005.
• Brought in HH Kirklin in the summer of  2006 ,as our fraternity insurance company for comprehensive
coverage to shield and protect the national organization.  It also provided medical coverage for undergraduates 
in case of  a medical incident during fraternal events.(It required the NUC to vote in raising the national dues to 
afford to cover this type of  coverage.)
• Made the decision to transition from the National American Latino Fraternal Organization (NALFO) to
join  the National Interfraternal Council (NIC).  It allowed us to move from a developing organization into an 
established highly respected umbrella organization with more available resources at for us to access if  needed.
• Prior to my term, expansion of  the fraternity had been suspended. The national team was determined to
focus on expansion and emphasis on growing the fraternity became a reality. I am glad to see that the fraternity 
continues to grow.

JORGE RODRIGUEZ
ODPhi President 2005 - 2008)
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
Crossed 1988

• The marketing team started the first editions of  the 7 Vision magazines which continues to develop and looks
exceptional.

I sincerely hope the undergraduate brothers of  that time sensed the hard work and sacrifices the national team 
endured for them and the betterment of  the fraternity.

Degrees and certifications held currently?
Bachelor of  Architecture

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
Currently I’m a Senior Associate at Callison/RTKL  where I have been employed for 16 years. I have been  
specializing in healthcare design / construction for 19 years.  Recently, I was part of  the team that completed the 
construction of  the 1.3 million square feet UTSW William P. Clements University Hospital in Dallas Texas.

I’ve been married to my wife Laura for  15 years. We have a 12 year old son , Jorge Andres and 7 year old daughter, 
Ave Mariella. They were and continue to be supportive of  my service and dedication to the fraternity. I’m thankful 
for their willingness to support not only my time as national president, but in the development of  the DFW Alumni 
Association, and the Alpha Alumni Organization.  I’ve been active with the Alpha Alumni association since 2008 
and look forward to hosting the brotherhood in 2017.

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
It’s difficult for me to comment on the current state of  the fraternity since I have not been involved at a national 
level since my tenure as national president.  I hope the progression and achievements have grown and the fraternity 
is a stronger organization.  The next president and his team need to focus on the areas that need improvement so 
we can continue to grow and compete with other organizations, graduate brothers, and be true men of  vision that 
contribute to our communities.

I do sense the alumni branch has yet to progress into the cornerstone of  the fraternity we hoped for in 2000.  The 
latino greek organization that develops the most active alumni membership will be able to sustain its existence for 
future generations.  Our fraternity needs for the sleeping giant to awaken through a grass root effort from the local 
level in order for us to meet our true potential.  The excuse we are a young fraternity is coming to an end as more 
of  the alumni membership is beginning to reach middle age. 

I hope the fraternity 501c3 is truly helping our entities in their philanthropy efforts and would like to see more 
published examples in future 7 Vision publications.

Any other comments or info to convey?
The next national president should understand this position is a second job that requires a great deal of  time and 
sacrifice.  It’s not a popularity contest, but a serious position that will require his full attention as he will carry the 
responsibility of  the  brotherhood and the future of  the fraternity on his shoulders.

There will be difficult decisions to make that will not always be popular with the brotherhood, but necessary to 
sustain and move the Fraternity forward. Surround yourself  with other passionate and dedicated brothers that 
are serious about doing what it takes to move our beloved fraternity to the next level.  Best wishes to all of  the 
candidates and I offer my support to the fortunate brother to be elected national president.

{Jorge R. Continued...)
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Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
When I began my term as National President, I was in a great position 
to continue moving the growth and the stability of  the organization that 
I and other members of  the national team had worked hard to achieve 
under Jorge Rodriguez’s administration.  My team did a great job in 
continuing the financial growth of  the administration. 

• By December 2010 we had managed to increase our cash and savings
accounts by approximately 45% leaving the next administration in a
strong financial position

During my tenure, I was a strong proponent of  membership 
development through various fraternal educational channels.  

• Contracted Phired Up Productions to come to National Conferences in order to educate our members on
recruiting, as it was an area that needed improvement

• Increased the number of  sponsorships for our members to attend NIC programs such as Undergraduate
Interfraternity Institute and Futures Quest

• Piloted a Knights Leadership Academy for select brothers which was taught by NIC at National Conference
From an expansion and membership growth perspective, we did not pursue an aggressive expansion strategy 
however we:

• Increased the number of  chapters and colonies to approximately 15%
• Experienced a membership growth of  approximately 20%

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• Bachelor of  Business Administration Management Information Systems
• Bachelor of  Business Administration in Accounting
• Certified Public Accountant (Texas)
• Certified Information Systems Auditor

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• I am currently working for Ernst & Young LLP (EY) as a Senior Manager which is one of  four large
international accounting firms.  I provide risk advisory services such as internal audit, IT audit, FCPA reviews, 
etc. to various clients
• My goal is to make Partner at EY by the time I’m 40 or shortly thereafter.

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
The undergraduate branch of  the fraternity remains stable and has experienced continuous growth. The 
administrations that have followed have all done great jobs and each has added their own unique touch to the 
way things are done.

The alumni branch of  the fraternity has experienced various challenges, however I believe it is finally getting 
traction and there is only one way for them to go, which is UP!

JORGE GARCIA
ODPhi President (2009 - 2010)
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
Crossed 1999

Any other comments or info to convey?
I encourage all alumni to stay involved in some sort. You don’t have to hold a position in one of  the branches 
of  this organization to contribute in a positive way.  We are the role models for the undergraduate body for 
what is to come after graduation and many of  them look up to us for that encouragement, advice, and the 
comfort that life after an undergraduate can be as exciting or even more but on a different scale.

{Jorge G. Continued...)

Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 

• Placed an emphasis on and grew our active membership in part by
partnering with Phired UP Recruiting
• Adopted the National Court Appointed Special Advocates as our
National Philanthropy
• Developed strong relationships between NEC, BOD & NAA that had
previously been fragmented
• Expanded to five new schools.

Degrees and certifications held currently?
Bachelors of  Business Administration in Marketing

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Happily married for almost seven years now, and the proud father of  a beautiful baby girl

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
Would really like to see us move to paid staff  at a national level.  It is almost impossible to run the fraternity at 
its current size on volunteers.  Love to see the growing chapters and growing diversity.  Would like to see some 
planning done on how Omega Delta Phi will continue to thrive in an environment increasingly hostile toward 
Greek organizations.

IVAN JAIME
ODPhi President (2011 - 2012)
University of Texas, Austin, TX
Crossed 2002



Things achieved during ODPhi Presidency? 
• Partnered with City Year and Teach For America
• Strengthened relationship with Geico to raise more money for the
organization
• Adopted our 2nd National Philanthropy, The United Way
• Increased our finances by eliminating the Winter NUC Meeting
• Moved to having national conference biennial
• Made more positive relationships with other Greek Organizations to
compare business practices, and policies & procedures
• Expanded and created the NorthEast Region
• Rechartered Rutgers University amongst other schools
• Added more than 10 new entities to our roster with the help of  the
expansion team

• Brought back 7 Visions Magazine and changed the format to include various stories, pictures, and updates
• Changed the face of  the website and other communications to a more professional style
• Moved to mostly online platforms for all paperwork intake and started working with Google Drive to store

historical data
• Created and administered the Entity Action Plan, a program designed to improve unhealthy chapters
• Amended the constitution to increase officer positions from 2 to 3 years, including the national president
• Pushed to have our first ever national elections at national conference
• Doubled our approved vendors and raised vending fees to be more competitive with other organizations/vendors.

Degrees and certifications held currently?
• B.A. in Criminal Justice
• M.Ed. in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies, Higher Education Administration Concentration

Currently Achieving Goals, family pursuits? 
• Currently a Coordinator of  Student Success at San Antonio College
• President-Elect of  the Staff  Council
• Advisor to both Campus Activities Board (CAB) and Phi Theta Kappa - Beta Nu Chapter
• Forgoing a second Presidential term to begin Doctoral Studies this Fall at Texas Tech University.

Thoughts about the current version of the Fraternity? 
We are still making great strides in our growth as a brotherhood. The organization itself  has reached a point 
where we need to make some big changes to reach the next level. It will take all branches to achieve this goal 
(BOD, NEC, NAA, and NUC). I wish the new president the best of  luck. I hope he knows that this position is 
like having a 2nd full-time job. In order to get it done right, it needs a certain amount of  attention.

Jacob-Aidan Martinez
ODPhi President (2013-2015)
St. Mary’s University, San Antonio, TX
Crossed 2006
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UNDERGRAD AGENDA

NAA AGENDA

Omega Delta Phi National Conference 2015   -   El Tropicano - San Antonio, TX
NAA AGENDA

TIME Time Time Saturday, July 25th (Red Letter Shirts & Slacks)
7:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m. 7:30 a.m. 7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m. 8:30 a.m. 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. 12:30 p.m. 12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m. 2:30 p.m. 2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m.

9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

Awards Banquet - Coronado E 

Association Development - Bolivar ABC 

Omega Ceremony - Romeo Julieta/Fireplace Gazebo 

Break

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Financial Planning - Bolivar ABC 

Break

Thursday, July 23rd (Casual) Friday, July 24th - (Business Professional)

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Presidential Candidate Speeches/Debates - Coronado E

Omega Delta Phi National Conference 2015
El Tropicano - San Antonio, TX

NAA Agenda

Opening Ceremony - Coronado E

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Lunch - (Out of Site)

Career Panel - Bolivar ABC 

Balancing Fraternity/Work/Life - Bolivar ABC 

Breakfast - Coronado E 

Break

Golf Tournament    Alamo City Golf Trail  7022 McCullough Ave.  San Antonio, TX 78216

TIME Time Time Saturday, July 25th (Red Letter Shirts & Slacks)
7:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m. 7:30 a.m. 7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m. 8:30 a.m. 8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. 12:30 p.m. 12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m. 2:30 p.m. 2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

BOD Open Forum
National Charter: Fredrick Pesina

Roll Call / Announcements- Romeo and Julieta
Holmes-Murphy - Risk Management Presentation

NUC Meeting - Romeo and Julieta 

NEC Open Forum (Romeo and Julieta)
NAA Open Forum

Knight's Guide to Finances - Trinidad

Managing Your Brand - Monte Cristo A

Managing Your Brand - Monte Cristo A

Recruitment - Monte Cristo B

Omega Delta Phi National Conference 2015
El Tropicano - San Antonio, TX

Undergraduate Agenda

Managing Your Brand - Monte Cristo A

Roll Call / Announcements  - Romeo and Julieta

Managing Your Brand - Monte Cristo A Recruitment - Monte Cristo B

Recruitment - Monte Cristo B

Knight's Guide to Finances - Trinidad

Knight's Guide to Finances - Trinidad

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Recruitment - Monte Cristo B Knight's Guide to Finances - Trinidad
Building Relationships & Strong 

Networks - Bolivar AB
Break

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Building Relationships & Strong 
Networks - Bolivar AB

Building Relationships & Strong 
Networks - Bolivar AB

Key Note Speaker Luncheon - Coronado E (rounds of 8)

Regional Meeting Areas: Central (Coronado D) , Central Texas (Monte Cristo 
AB), East Coast and Northeast (Bolivar C), East Texas (Bolivar B), North 

Texas (Coronado B), Northwest (Coronado C), Midwest (Coronado A), Pacific 
(Bolivar A) & Southwest (Trinidad)

Regional Meetings (see below for meeting rooms)

Lunch

Omega Ceremony - Romeo Julieta/Fireplace Gazebo 

Presidential Candidate Speeches/Debates - Coronado E

Break

Break

Thursday, July 23rd (Casual)

Registration - Across from Front Desk (Lobby)

Friday, July 24th - (Business Professional)

Awards Banquet - Coronado E

Vendors - Friday and Saturday (Mangos Terrace)  7am - 7pm

Building Relationships & Strong 
Networks - Bolivar AB

NUC Meeting Continued - Romeo and Julieta

Break

Break

Opening Ceremony - Coronado E
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The purpose of the Elections Committee is to administer a fair and accurate election aligned with 
Omega Delta Phi’s espoused values. This is what is stated in the Elections Manual. What it does 
not say is how one has to prepare for this task, nor how to chair the committee responsible for 
this process. These lessons you learn as you go.

The election of a National President, by a popular vote, is a young process for this organization. 
In the past the Board of Directors would select the National President. The undergraduate 
body requested a change in the process which led to what we have now. No election has run 

without its challenges. It has become the job of the Elections 
Committee (EC) to understand the issues at play and try to 
make the process as fair as possible for the candidates and 
Omega Delta Phi.
In the past, only undergraduate entities could cast a vote for 
National President. This has changed. Alumni can cast a vote 
as can Local Alumni Associations. The common question that 
arises from this is why do Alumni vote if the National President 
presides over the undergraduate body? Due to the nature of 
the position the President represents all members of Omega 
Delta Phi, undergraduate and alumni, in spheres outside of the 
organization. Due to that representation, the EC worked with 
the National Alumni Association to include Alumni in this year’s 
election.

Alumni voting are a new challenge for this iteration of the EC, 
but it is not the only challenge. The EC has had to adapt to the 
usage of social media in campaigning as well as work under 

a shortened timeline for elections. In previous elections, official campaigning began in August 
which was not true for this election cycle. The committee has worked well given the issues as 
play, but we strive to be better, to be proactive instead of responsive.

The EC has strived to make itself an approachable committee to the candidates, undergraduates, 
alumni, as well as the other boards.  We have done our best to conduct our business with 
transparency so everyone can be aware of the processes and decisions being made. It is the 
goal of this year’s EC to ensure fairness to all candidates and a fair election. The EC is guiding 
a process that will shape the future of this organization and we will do our best to carry out the 
responsibility handed to us. We hope the ODPhi Nation will join us in taking part in this year’s 
election.

Good luck to all the presidential candidates.

Isaac Magaña
Chairman, National Elections Committee

A WORD FROM 
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Explain briefly the main points 
of  your campaign?

My campaign slogan is “Let’s 
Build a Future Together” which 
means that is every entity of  our 
beloved brotherhood, from alumni 
to undergrad, must play an active 
role in building the fraternity we 
all envisioned. If  elected National 
President, my key objectives will 
be to update our risk management 
policies and procedures, increase 
operational efficiency, streamline 
decision making and programs, 
actively collaborate with our 
National Alumni Association all 
while investing our fraternal growth 
and branding. These key areas I 
look to address will streamline the 
operations of  the fraternity, while 
keeping the safety of  current and 
future members in mind.

What drives you to want to make 
a difference?

My upbringing. Having family 
members in NPHC organizations 

has opened my eyes to ideas, 
opportunities, and pathways for 
our fraternity to excel. Aside from 
that, I owe it to the brothers who 
introduced me to the brotherhood 
and those who believe in my 
abilities for this position. Overall, 
my knowledge, passion, and 
work ethic for our fraternity’s 
advancement is what drives me to 
make a difference.

What has it been like to 
campaign?

It’s been fun! At my core, I’ve 
always enjoyed traveling and 
connecting with brothers from 
across the country. To translate 
that to campaigning, it has been 
very seamless. If  you see me on 
social media, it is made pretty clear 
that ODPhi is an integral part of  
my life so there’s no need to spam 
brothers about my campaign in 
that fashion. I like to take a more 
personal approach when it comes 
to delivering my message which 
has been much more effective.

Best experience so far of  
campaigning?

So far, it would definitely be our 
debate at the Midwest Regional 
Conference in Wisconsin. All the 
candidates were there. We delivered 
our messages effectively and I’m 
sure everyone felt they left a good 
impression on the entities. I know 
I did. Lastly, all the candidates 
intended to showcase UNITY and 
wear red blazers to the debate. 
Unfortunately, only one candidate 
held their end of  the bargain. Can 
you guess who that was? Oh yeah. 
:D

Worst experience of  
campaigning?

Generally, I would say running out 
of  time to respond in debates. It 
is important to be concise in your 
responses but it is also important to 
provide background and perspective 
to each answer because a lot of  
solutions to an issue are case-by-
case. 

The 2015 Candidates:

Lateef Ipaye

COLIN LAYNE
University of Oklahoma
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What have you learned from the other candidates that you may apply, if  elected?

There are several commonalities in our campaign messages. We all have a heavy focus on financial management 
and providing more transparency to our constituencies. Oscar has a lot of  focus and knowledge in the area of  
organizational development with the rolling out of  Google Apps in some regions of  the fraternity. I’ve seen 
its capabilities first hand when used from a high level standpoint so that is something I look to use if  elected 
National President. For Tony, he has extensive knowledge in technology and ways to gather analytics and data 
that will be useful in attracting potential sponsors. This is not entirely stuff  I’ve learned from them but more so 
what they bring to the table. 

What is the biggest challenge facing our fraternity 
and how will you address it?

From my perspective, the biggest challenge facing our 
fraternity is involvement at its root. For example, we 
are always in need of  resources to improve the current 
infrastructure and involvement plays an integral role in 
that. Streamlining our decision making will increase the 
capacity and voice our undergraduate brothers while 
having a more active collaboration the National Alumni 
Association will provide more opportunities for alumni to 
give back. Having more people involved in specific areas 
of  our fraternity will make us run more efficiently and 
broadens our resources.  

What is your leadership/management style?

Team oriented style. I encourage and appreciate initiative from team members where mostly everyone rally 
around another team member’s ideas. Aside from that, I’ve shown several times that I’m unafraid to get my 
hands dirty. At the end of  the day, tasks must be complete.

How would you approach a situation similar to the events at the OU campus with SAE?

I would support the decisions of  the school in terms of  punishment. Clearly there were several actions the 
students did that do not align with the fraternity’s and university’s code. At the end of  the day, we have to be 
prepared as a national organization for our own level of  turmoil. As one previous National President told me, 
“it is not if  it’s going to happen but when it’s going to happen.” It is also important that we continue to educate 
our brothers on the ramifications of  their actions that won’t viewed positively by the fraternity or the masses. 
That goes back to our programming we provide to our members regionally and nationally at our conferences. 
Although a situation could be similar, the parameters and the environment of  certain incidents are different. It 
is important to have that knowledge into consideration for rendering a decision. The more information we have 
the better so investigations will be necessary

Describe your opponents and tell us who you would vote for? Obviously excluding yourself.

I’ll have fun with this one…. because I honestly feel I am best choice for this position. So let’s see here…they’re 
both old but who’s younger? Oh …Oscar you say? Oscar it is. Thanks for having me brothers. It feels weird 
me being on the other side of  this magazine after spending hours on hours rolling it out for the fraternity. I bet 
you’re staying up late right as we speak. Eh…probably not. 



Explain briefly the main points of  your 
campaign?

The main focus of  my campaign is to apply the 
experience I have gained as a professional, a leader in 
the fraternity, and an involved alumnus over the last 
several years to our operations, leadership structure, 
and direction of  the fraternity. One of  my main 
goals is to grow our membership, both alumni and 
undergraduate. The multitiered approach will focus 
on developing and improving existing recruitment 
processes at the chapter level, implement a plan for 
graduate intake co-developed with the NAA, recruit 
alumni as contributing members to the organization, 
and create a focused plan of  expansion into new 
areas. The second focus of  my campaign is to develop 
a system of  succession on the national, regional, and 
entity level. Utilizing e-learning resources developed 
internally, we can provide on demand support and 
training to all brothers with respect to their positions 
and operations within the fraternity. My third focus 
is to develop and delivery of  decision making 
information to all brothers.

What drives you to want to make a difference?

The trajectory of  my life became irrevocably altered 
the second I made the decision to begin my journey 
towards brotherhood. The man I am today is a 
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Oscar Rodriguez

result of  the experiences, lessons, and bonds formed 
with brothers over the years since crossing. For that, 
I am eternally grateful. It is that gratitude, after many 
years in leadership roles, that compels me to serve the 
brotherhood in a greater role: as national president.

What has it been like to campaign?

The campaign process, like most challenges in life, have 
been both difficult and enlightening. What you thought 
about yourself  and your beliefs are really put to the test.

Best experience so far of  campaigning?

Travelling to the many entities has been the best part. 
Engaging brothers about their own thoughts about the 
fraternity and listening to the passion that exists in both 
undergraduate and alumnus alike is inspiring.

Worst experience of  campaigning?

Worst experience has been the time away from my family, 
friends, and loved ones.

What have you learned from the other candidates 
that you may apply, if  elected?

The other candidates have provided some insight on best 
some ways we can better communicate to all brothers.

What is the biggest challenge facing our fraternity and how will you address it?

The biggest challenge that faces our fraternity is how we handle change. We need to stop thinking about our 
organization in terms of  the next few years and think in terms of  the next few decades. We need ways to groom 
and transition quality leadership to lead us into the future. 

What is your leadership/management style?

My leadership management style is what is called situational. Situational leadership calls for different approaches 
for different team members. You work with individuals based on their ability and willingness.

How would you approach a situation similar to the events at the OU campus with SAE?

As we have been taught, the way to deal with issues is to be proactive about their causes. I believe the best way to 
deal with issues like the one at OU is to develop as many preventative systems as possible.

• Incorporating anti-hazing workshops hosted by our
entities that establish us as leaders in dealing with the 
hazing issue at our host campuses.

• Reinforcing the accountability of  the role that
brothers play in maintaining our image as an 
organization.

• Supporting continual systems of  written, oral, and
face to face communication with our entities. There 
needs to be a mutual relationship of  trust between the 
local entities and the regional/national leadership.

• Improving our training systems so that all brothers
are made aware of  the risk that hazing, alcohol abuse 
and sexual assault brings to the Fraternity.

Describe your opponents and tell us who you would vote for? Obviously excluding yourself.

It is hard to choose one candidate over the other as they both have positive leadership characteristics that they 
could bring to the presidency.
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Explain briefly the main points of  your 
campaign?

I want to build our business, financial, and 
organizational structure that will allow us to fund 
future work that will benefit the Brotherhood. To 
continue growing, we need strong leadership in place 
to provide optimal support and set a strategic vision 
for where we want to be.

What drives you to want to make a difference?

My love for Omega Delta Phi is what drives me. I 
want to apply my skills in scaling companies to help 
build a structure and protocols for our Brotherhood 
that will show value over time.

What has it been like to campaign?

My team and I were ready to go with a plan by mid 
2014 which was a tremendous advantage for my 
team. It’s been a great feeling to set up phone calls, 
meetings, solicit endorsements, and, if  you’re me, 
making videos!

Best experience so far of  campaigning?

The best experience has been connecting with new 
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Tony Pagliocco

Brothers and reconnecting with older Brothers. The 
amount of  engagement from everyone has been stunning; 
they want change.

Worst experience of  campaigning?

The attempt at changing the campaign rules during 
the campaign because my team and I were running a 
very aggressive campaign that hasn’t been seen in other 
national elections..

What have you learned from the other candidates 
that you may apply, if  elected?

I’ve learned more about the core expansion strategy and 
about how we have a need to automate more of  our 
business processes.  I think both are solid baselines to 
work with.

What is the biggest challenge facing our fraternity 
and how will you address it?

Having the proper resources to support our chapter, 
business, and expansion needs.  As an organization 
comprised of  volunteer leadership, we need to plan for 
how we will support our entities and think more like a 
startup company with our resources.

What is your leadership/management style?

I believe in the management values of  honesty, respect, commitment, 
and accountability. I focus on servant leadership which is providing my 
team the tools they need to be successful. 

How would you approach a situation similar to the events at the 
OU campus with SAE?

In an event like this, I would immediately convene a team to investigate 
the incident that will work, in parallel, with the university. Protecting the 
Brotherhood is paramount. Also, an established legal counsel to advise us 
on what to say and not say to the media is vital.

Describe your opponents and tell us who you would vote for? 
Obviously excluding yourself.

My opponents are passionate Brothers 
who have done a lot for our 
organization. However, I honestly, 
at this time, do not know who I 
would vote for until I could ask 
them questions. 
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n a room full of brothers, Gus Marquez, a founder from the 
University of Reno, stands out.  Maybe it’s his ability to make 
everyone laugh, or perhaps it’s how he can strike up a conversation 

with any brother about almost any topic.  His little brother, Pedro Duenas 
says Gus is an individual who has an authenticity about him that makes 
them want to be around him.  His journey as a brother hasn’t been the 
smoothest, but he graduated in May with a degree in Psychology.

Gus, although he says it wasn’t his idea to start ODPhi on his 
campus, he soon seen himself a part of the vision.  He was committed to 

the group’s mission of introducing a 
new fraternity that provided what the 
others weren’t: a true brotherhood.  
After seeing brothers from other 
states come together, he knew Omega 
Delta Phi was the organization he 
wanted to join, regardless of how long 
it took.  On November 5th, Marquez 
and his line brothers established the 
Reno Colony, and would later become 
the Beta Delta colony during Summer 
2013.

Once crossing, Marquez was 
eager to be an active member and 
carried multiple positions within 
the colony.  He quickly began to 
manage school, the fraternity, and 
working as he was on the fast track 
to becoming a college graduate.  This 
came to an abrupt end in late 2012, 
when Marquez says he became 
depressed and chose the wrong 
outlets to alleviate the stress.  He 
says he felt like everything had come 
crashing down because he was back 
at home, dropped out of school, and 
was jobless.  Because of honest self 
reflection, family support, and support 
from his chapter, especially his line 
brothers Juan Palacios and Mario 
Rosiles he found himself out of the 
substance abuse problem.  

Finally, in Spring 2014 Gus 
decided to return to the classroom 
and give up the life he was previously 
living.  Unfortunately, due to being 

RUBEN MOODY
University of the Pacific

Stockton, CA

I

Gus Marquez, Beta Delta Founder

out of school for two semesters and having bad grades the semester 
he dropped out, he was unable to become an active member.  Chapter 
President, Juan Palacios told Gus that he wanted to see him active again 
and that he believed in him.  That was just the motivation that he needed 
in order to come back strong.  His academic advisor had also told him 
that it would take him about two years to graduate, but Gus knew he 
wasn’t going to take that long.  He completed 17 units that semester 
and did well, so he challenged himself by taking summer courses and 
excelled in that as well.  In the fall of 2014, he enrolled in 19 units and 
earned a 4.0.  He credits his strength, determination, and chapter 
brothers for helping him reach this feat.  His big brother, Maurice Shaw 
from the Alpha Kappa chapter says overcoming hardships is what gave 
Gus the drive to return to the classroom and shine. 

Marquez’s hard work was not in vain.  He was able to become an 
active brother again and was the Prospective Member Educator for the 
Spring 2015 class.  His brothers were extremely proud and impressed 
with his turnaround, as were other individuals on campus.  During the 
Spring 2015 semester as he was nearing graduation, Gus was asked to 
be the speaker at the Lavender Graduation.  He was shocked because he 
says he wasn’t involved in the LGBTQI community on campus, however 
he said he was always true to himself which is what it means to be a 
proud member of the LGBTQI community.  Gus delivered a powerful 
speech emphasizing how he was able to find himself in college and 

establishing a supportive fraternity that guided him back to school and to graduation.

In May, because of his own dedication and the help of his chapter brothers and family, he became the first person 
in his family to graduate from college.  When asked how he plans to stay involved with the fraternity as an alum, 
he says that he will enroll in a Graduate Special Course in Social Work, claiming that the chapter can’t get rid of him 
that easily.  His little brother, Pedro Duenas says he looks forward to seeing what his big brother will accomplish in 
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3. 3.5 years

4. Beta Delta Founder. Pacific Region Undergraduate Representative.
Assisted as philanthropy chair to host the chapter’s first ever Dodgeball 
Tournament to support our local United Way.

5. Graduated Spring 2015 with a B.S. Civil Engineering. Recipient of  the
Pacific Region Outstanding Scholarship Award in Fall 2012. I was the 
first in my family to graduate from college. 

6. Recently was offered a job position as a Project Engineer with Q&D
Construction, Inc. I am planning to stay active with my chapter as an 
alumnus and continue my endless support to volunteer with academic 
outreach programs to increase high school graduation rates. 

7. Build up your resume early. Do not be afraid to add community
service on your resume, especially because employers want to see and 
hire individuals that want to give back to their community. Put yourself  
out there and start expanding your network because it will open up so 
many doors. Push yourself  and get a lot of  exposure to help you in a 
professional manner. Treat each resume workshop and every interview 
as an opportunity to grow and realize that it will help you out in the long 
run. Have a lot of  confidence answering questions and giving questions 
and allow your personality to play a role in the entire process. Search 
for a mentor (college professor or in some cases your alumni) and 
they can guide you in the right direction to land an internship or a job. 
Acknowledge that you will not know all the answers, but your job is to 
FIND the answers!

8. The best thing I can relay to future generations of  brothers is travel
and especially attend a National Conference! I was fortunate to meet 
so many brothers across the nation. It gave me the opportunity to see 
numerous chapters and gained so many friendships along the way. I 
managed to make it work because of  two part-time student jobs during 
my undergraduate years but in the back of  my mind, I did not mind the 
debt I accumulated over the years because I was paying for the memories 
and the people I come across.

Mario Alberto Rosiles 
University of Nevada, Reno, NV 

Crossed 2011
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hile ODPhi brothers carry the values of  unity, leadership and service with them beyond their 
years of  active participation in the organization, three members were lucky enough for their 

first jobs out of  college to carry the same values. These men chose to spend a year with City Year, an 
education organization fueled by national service. 

City Year partners with public schools in high-poverty urban communities to help students graduate 
from high school ready for college and workforce participation. Teams of  diverse AmeriCorps members 
serve full-time in schools, where they directly support academic achievement and student engagement - 
in and out of  the classroom. 

W

Davier Rodriguez Eddie Ramirez Ruben Moody

avier Rodriguez is not one for small endeavors. For starters, he founded the Alpha Upsilon 
Chapter of  Omega Delta Phi as a sophomore at the University of  Florida in 2007. 

During college he always knew he wanted to join a fraternity, but not just any fraternity. He wanted to 
find one that shared his values. Davier did his research and learned about ODPhi’s national awards and 
strong focus on social justice and inclusion. 

“When I learned about ODPhi, I knew there was no other 
place for me. ODPhi was home,” 

“When I learned about ODPhi, I knew there was no other place for me. OPhi was home,” Davier said.

Davier also says that his main focus in undergrad was leadership, but his brothers really instilled a 
passion for service in him. Which is why he began serving middle school students with City Year San 
Antonio in 2009. 
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“Both organizations taught me to 
be more empathetic and patient to 
people’s individual needs. They both 
offered me good practice on advocacy. 
For my students and for myself. It’s 
something I implement in my work 
every day,” Davier said. 

While serving with City Year, Davier 
developed close relationships with 
undocumented students in his school. 
In this same year, one of  his fraternity 
brothers at Arizona State University 
was deported. Davier was so affected 
by the immigration tensions in Arizona 
that he chose to move there next. 

After spending five years in Arizona, Davier now holds two master’s degrees from ASU - one in public 
administration and the other in higher and postsecondary education. During his time there he co-founded 
DREAM-zone, an ally development training program about how to support undocumented students. As a 
current program coordinator at ASU, he oversees a federally funded academic support program that provides 
ongoing educational support for first generation, low income and students with disabilities. 

ddie Ramirez, as a student at St. Mary’s University, did not have 
a positive image of  Greek organizations. It’s not that he had a 

bad experience with them; he just didn’t like the stereotypes associated 
with being in a fraternity. However, he soon learned that ODPhi was 
different. 

“It wasn’t what I assumed or expected,” Eddie said. “We had constant 
service events and we would get so many awards for completing the 
most events, the most service hours and we still kept on top of  our 
grades. That’s what was important to me.” 

During his senior year, Eddie was passing by a City Year recruitment 
table on campus when one of  the AmeriCorps members (Davier 
Rodriguez) noticed his fraternity letters. They started talking, and 
before he knew it, Eddie was beginning his year of  service in San 
Antonio, working in a 6th grade classroom. When asked why both 
organizations appealed to him, he said: 

E

“I didn’t come from the best place. Everything that I have and will have I’ve had to work for. 
Community service for me was always being able to better something for someone else. And I think it’s good to 
build a community with people who have a like mind.” 

Eddie says that ODPhi and City Year both taught him to put others before himself  and to be willing to work 
with someone else, rather than for someone else. 

Because of  his background volunteering with special needs students 
growing up, Eddie enjoyed working with similar students during his City 
Year. Although he wasn’t assigned to work with special needs students, 
Eddie made extra time for them. Now, Eddie works as a life skills special 
ed teacher for Kipp San Antonio. 

“I want to give students I work with an opportunity that every other 
student has. To be successful in school and to make something of  
themselves regardless of  what background or situation. The only person 
that can change your life is you,” Eddie said. 

uben Moody discovered ODPhi while studying political science at 
The University of  the Pacific in Stockton, CA. 

“What brought me to ODPhi were the brothers. People don’t join 
organizations, people join people. I met a group of  guys that had what 
I wanted - they did community service and had good grades. They also 
displayed a level of  unity that impressed me,” Ruben said. 

This year, Ruben is primarily serving 5th and 6th grade students as 
an AmeriCorps member with City Year Sacramento. He says that the 
most rewarding part of  his experience is seeing his students’ social and 
academic growth. 

Ruben has especially been moved by an 8th grade student named 
Mark*. When they first met, Mark frequently influenced others to be 
disruptive or talk back in class. He was often late or absent, would turn 
in incomplete homework, and rarely followed the school uniform policy. 
Mark was a smart kid, but he didn’t always associate with the best crowd.

One day, Ruben decided to talk to Mark about his behavior. “I let 
him know how bright I thought he was and that he could do anything 
because he had intellect and the ability to influence others, two skills 
many adults do not possess,” Ruben said. 

After this day, Ruben witnessed a change in Mark. He began to show up 
on time regularly and in full uniform. He would do his work and would 
even help others when he finished early. Later, Ruben was paired with 
Mark for an “Attendance Buddies” initiative at school. Although this 
program was supposed to be about making students feel more welcome, 
Ruben has been teaching Mark about college, careers, and decision 
making. Mark now speaks of  going to big name universities - not just 
for sports, but for subjects that will prepare him to be a trainer or a 
sportscaster. When Mark found out that Ruben would be returning to 
City Year Sacramento as a team leader, he begged Ruben to follow him 
to high school. 
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Ruben says that skills he learned from ODPhi have helped 
him to be successful in City Year. 

“The takeaways I have from both organizations are 
the importance of  fostering healthy partnerships and 
relationships, showing empathy towards others, and working 
tirelessly towards maintaining high standards and a positive 
reputation,” Ruben said. 

He also says that his brothers should consider City Year 
because, “It allows us to further fulfill one of  the two 
goals of  our fraternity - serving the community, especially 
communities where the most need is present.

We are already equipped with the skills to work with diverse 
backgrounds, and with City Year’s training, we can and 
will become the public servants that many neighborhoods 
need.” 

After his second year with City Year, Ruben plans to pursue 
a master’s degree in education. 

* Name has been changed to protect the identity of  the student.

apply now cityyear.org

I serve with City Year because I believe that 
where you grow up shouldn’t determine 
where you end up. #makebetterhappen

Ty  @tylermiguel



o you wanna be a Peace Corps
Volunteer?

In 1961 President John F. Kennedy signed 
an executive order, and founded the Peace 
Corps (PC).  PC is an international service 
organization of  the United States that 
focuses on sustainable change. 

But why would you join? Why would 
you leave your air conditioned house 
(which probably has a toilet), Chipotle, 
and Keeping Up with those God awful 
Kardashians for over 2 years?! Sounds like 
ludicrous, doesn’t it?

Well, I obviously joined PC for the awesome 
Facebook profile photos, so that everyone 
on Instagram would hate me, and for the 
major street cred as I now sound really cool 
at a bar. 

No, actually I was roaming around South 
Korea when I noticed a fellow American 
filling out her application.  Being as nosey 
as I am, I obviously had to ask her why 
she was so foolish as to even consider the 
PC.  In actuality, I had no idea what the PC 
was even about; yet, everything she had to 

say made my eyes grow wider and wider 
with curiosity. “THAT,” I thought, “I want 
to do THAT!”  I didn’t know what “that” 
was, but I was going to do it. At the time, 
my humble opinion of  the PC was just that 
it was the branch of  the US government 
with a bunch of  hippies trying to fight the 
system, and I can’t say that my opinion has 
drastically deviated much in that aspect.  
Because the girl I met in Korea studied 
abroad in Argentina, I found it more than 
coincidental that upon returning from 
Korea I came across a PC pamphlet while 

applying to study abroad in Buenos Aires.  I 
kind of  took it is as a sign from the universe 
to buy a burrito bowl with two tortillas on 
the side, and a Venti Vanilla Latte –Soy and 
sugar free of  course (nutrition majors), 
and start the PC application process.  The 
process begins with just under the amount 
of  essays that would cause Carpal tunnel 
from typing so much, and leads to an 
in-person interview.  The application can 
be found on the PC website where you 
can also be put in contact with a local 
recruiter.  When I applied we were assigned 

Is 
Peace Corps 
In Your 
Future?

CHAZ DAGNINO-SANTAMARIA
Arizona State University

S
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a position and a country, but these days 
you are able to apply for a job in a certain 
country.  Keep in mind that if  you want 
to complete graduate school while serving 
that has separate requirements.  Moreover, 
apply at least a year in advance, so that you 
can give yourself  enough time to fulfill the 
requirements.  

A strong passion to serve humankind is 
what leads many people to Omega Delta 
Phi.  However, everyone wants to call 
themselves a humanitarian until they have 
to sacrifice under conditions of  hardship.  
Our brothers are no strangers to similar 
service based organizations, but why PC? 
City Year, AmeriCorps, and Teach for 
America volunteers are able to take hot 
showers, their roads are paved, and we all 
get to take photos with underprivileged 
kids to send to our moms. While those 
are all highly regarded organizations full 
of  talented people who selflessly serve 
marginalized communities, and although my 
old neighborhood in West Phoenix needs 
dedicated young people just as much as 
the Dominican Republic does, something 
still draws me to the developing world; 
specifically, Latin America.  With that being 
said, it’s important to identify what makes 
your heart sing, and discover how you want 
to contribute to the world. 

My family was generally unsupportive 
during my service; subsequently fostering 
feelings of  guilt for being so far from the 
family or general disappointment for not 
immediately pursuing graduate school.  My 
grandmother expressed confusion, which 
was sometimes hurtful, on the purpose of  
me returning to Latin America when she 
worked assiduously to get us out of  Mexico 
and the vary conditions I was returning 
to.  However, I feel very strongly that 
one of  the many reasons Latin America 
is progressing so slowly is because much 
of  the talent leaves.  Nearly 11.6 million 
immigrants from Mexico reside in the 
United States, according to the 2012 ACS, 
so obviously there is a reason or two to 
emigrate.  On the other hand, what would 
happen if  those 11.6 million Mexican-
Americans either went back to Mexico, or 
organized themselves to create social change 
in Mexico?  In the wise words of  Cesar 
Chavez, “We cannot seek achievement 
for ourselves and forget about progress 

and prosperity for our community... Our 
ambitions must be broad enough to include 
the aspirations and needs of  others, for 
their sakes and for our own.”  That’s what I 
feel I am doing with the Peace Corps.  I am 
bringing talent back to Latin America, and 
I feel passionately about its progress and 
development. 

No two reasons for doing PC are alike, and 
neither are two PC services; however, a 
reason for doing it can be somewhere along 
the lines of  wanting to work in sustainable 
development at the grassroots level.  When 
I say grassroots, think of  customer service 
at Wal-Mart the day after Christmas, a NY 
Times crossword puzzle, or being hung-
over waiting for 5pm to roll around at a 
defensive driving course.  Only 4% of  
Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) serve in 
the Caribbean, so it would be an injustice 
to say that the opinions expressed in this 
article reflect that of  the Peace Corps or 
the average PCV.  My closest volunteer 
lives 20 minutes from me, and our worlds 

are completely different.  PC is currently 
in 64 countries, and projects can be in 
anything from health, agriculture, business, 
environment, education, English teaching, 
and much more.

Wait, what do I even do?

All PCVs are assigned a project, and mine 
are something like: Develop sex education 
courses in marginalized local schools, 
capacitate health promoters to conduct 
home visits in rural areas, and organize 
rapid HIV testing in at-risk communities.  
Unofficial Project Realities: Lots of  power 
sitting in a plastic chair on various porches, 
blowing condoms up into phallic balloons, 
coffee drinking while playing dominoes, 
and teaching kids to get off  the pipe and 
outta the sack; while, later realizing that they 
never really liked the pipe, but still get in the 
sack.

Now let me bring you into my world if  you 
are considering PC:



As a PCV you will live under conditions of  hardship…or whatever that means.  Whether your hardship is distance, loneliness, lack of  
development, being uncomfortable, language barriers etc. hardship is relative, but PC will be difficult.  I am sweaty and disgusting all of  
the time, and if  I eat one more plantain I’m going to vomit all over my neighbor dog that for some reason is always on my doorstep.  My 
water is on a schedule, I take cold bucket baths, and my electricity is also rationed.  I know volunteers who bathe in a river, who hike a 
mountain to get to work, rely on rain water to drink, have no electricity, etc. but I also know volunteers who live in a two story house with 
multiple rooms, flat screen TVs, work on a lap-top from home, and have wifi 24/7.  Not every volunteer will be assigned four sheep and a 
hut, because times are changing in much of  the world.  Just be flexible, and mentally prepare yourself  for both extremes, because “life in 
the Peace Corps will not be easy…But if  the life will not be easy, it will be rich and satisfying.” President John F. Kennedy
Additionally, I’ve never taken out so many IOUs from a local store in my life; meaning, that PCVs don’t exactly do it for the money. 
“There will be no salary, and allowances will be at a level sufficient only to maintain health and meet basic needs. Men and women will be 
expected to work and live alongside the nationals of  the country in which they are stationed—doing the same work, eating the same food, 
talking the same language.” President John F. Kennedy

Wait, so here’s the thing; if this article is making your heart go Bidi Bidi Bum Bum, and you’re so jazzed right now then it might be time 
for you to buy a burrito bowl with two tortillas on the side, and rock on out with an application.  Just know that 27 months is a long time, 
but if you do as the Romans do, sit in a lot of plastic chairs chatting up a storm with host-country nationals, and find your passions it will 
make your service rewarding.  Find what fulfills you, because if you’re only doing it to please PC headquarters or to build your resume you 
can always just make it up. 

 If you aren’t so stoked after reading this, than that’s also okay too. PC isn’t the only organization that focuses on sustainable service, or 
if you can’t take 2 years out of your life to volunteer you can hop online and donate to a your favorite projects.  Personally, I sometimes 
think the PC is outdated, and could use new goals and direction.  The developing world is changing.  Not everyone is in a mud hut 
anymore.  My neighbors have iPhones, computers, and use social media; but, live in a tin shack, and can barely afford to eat.  How can PC 
use this new millennium technology to its advantage?  Maybe that’s when you step in.  Additionally, security incidents are also a concern 
for some people, and they do happen, but PC once asked me where they can park a helicopter if I ever needed help, so I’d say they do 
what they can to keep us safe.  PC isn’t for everyone, but it sure was for me.  At times I can feel unfulfilled with my work, lonely, and 
become frustrated trying to make ends meet; but, I’ve never regretted my decision once, because in PC I’ve learned “that friendship is a 
language that everyone speaks, and that human connection is universal.” 

Don’t do PC because you want to travel or you want to help people; we actually have travel restrictions, and people help us more than we 
help them.  Don’t join the PC because you want to build your resume, because most Americans could really care less about your projects 
or experiences, and PC may set you back professionally in many ways.  Do Peace Corps because you are “guilty of enthusiasm and a 
crusading spirit, but [you’re] not apologetic about it.” Sargent Shriver.

Chaz is a plantain smashing, Bachata dancing, brother of the Too Smooth E.L.I.T.E. Fall 2008 class of the Oh So Dangerous Epsilon 
Chapter at Arizona State University where he studied Nutrition.  He serves as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the Dominican Republic in the 
Health Sector where in his free time he can be caught teaching bootleg Zumba to old ladies, re-watching Selena the movie, power sitting 
on a plastic chair eating a mango, or tragically attempting to mow his lawn with a machete. 



Since the official closing of  an entity at the State University of  
New York – Cortland, it has been challenging in establishing at 
other schools in the East Coast. Though we have had brothers in 
the area for a while now, most have been busy in their respective 
careers. However, with the fraternity’s intentional focus in 
expanding to areas where we lack representation, the expansion 
team has been searching to identify schools to expand to. In 
2014, with the help of  Lateef  Ipaye of  Xi, Eric Reyes of  Alpha 
Rho, and Dr. Rodrigo Valles of  Chi, ODPhi was able to gain 
momentum in the area and identify two schools: Philadelphia 
University and Rutgers University – New Brunswick.

In the Fall 2014 semester, Philadelphia University Colony was 
founded on November 22, 2014 by eight young men:  Arman 
Rowshan, Joel Rodriguez, Jacob Dombroski, Juan Bisono, 
Ron Morse Jr., Osvaldo Solano, Zechariah Burke, and Joseph 
Conoscenti. The educators for their founder’s program were 
Brothers Lateef  Ipaye and Eric Reyes.

In the Spring 2015 semester, Rutgers University – New 
Brunswick Colony was founded on April 19, 2015 by Michael 
Nana Kwesi Boateng, and Shreyank Bankim Desai. Brother Eric 
Reyes was the educator for the Rutgers founders. Big brothers 
for each of  the founding groups were brothers from across the 
country that have had experience in big brother and mentorship 
roles and were dedicated to helping their little brothers and the 
educators with whatever they could have.

On Saturday, June 20, 2015, the Brothers of  Omega Delta Phi 
Fraternity, Inc. had their inaugural Northeast Region Retreat. 
The retreat consisted of  workshops on risk management, 
recruitment, and professional development in the morning. In 
the early afternoon, the brothers had lunch and then volunteered 
at Rutger’s Henry Guess Historic House for a couple of  hours. 
The evening and nighconsisted a camp outing where brothers 
played sports, ate some good food, and shared stories around the 
bonfire. Neophyte brothers from both Philadelphia University 
and Rutgers University – New Brunswick were in attendance. 
Workshops and discussions were facilitated by Dr. Valles, Brother 
Reyes, and Lateef  Ipaye. Others in attendance were alumni 
brothers Alex Quintero, Denny Esquivel, and Gilbert Ruiz, who 
prepared the food for the night. Everybody present had a great 
time.

Brother Eric Reyes kicked off  the inaugural Northeast Region 
Retreat with the following:  ‘’This retreat is important and I don’t 
care that it is only eight of  us right now; this is HUGE for our 
region and we hope to build on this.’’ The planning efforts were 
well demonstrated and allowed for brothers to thoroughly enjoy 
the retreat, as the event consisted of  smooth transitions and 
timeliness.

Brotherhood

INAUGURAL 

Northeast Region 
Retreat  

                                                                                

by Denny Esquivel



Upcoming executive positions soon available

For those of  you interested in applying for a National Executive Council or National 
Undergraduate Council representative position this upcoming year, the application is located in the 
link below.

http://goo.gl/fuXstW

If  your chapter is suspended for the 2015 - 2016 academic school or upcoming fall semester your 
application will not be accepted. You must be in good standings with the chapter or respected 
entity before applying for the position.

If  you have any questions on any particular position, feel free to contact any of  our current 
national officers. 

http://www.omegadeltaphi.com/about-omega-delta-phi/national-executive-council

Keep in mind the details in the description may be amended if  the new leadership sees fit. 
Nonetheless, this will serve as a good basis on what it takes to do well on the board.

Best of  luck! Please email applications to Cedrick at Cedrick.darden@gmail.com.

Cedrick Darden
Undergraduate Representative
Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Cedrick.darden@gmail.com

Lateef  Ipaye 
Asst. VP of  Operations/Chief  Marketing Officer
Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc.
405.487.6153
director.marketing@omegadeltaphi.org

Leadership Section Davier Rodríguez City Year Comcast NBCUniversal Leadership Award

Davier Rodríguez

#CityYear is love 
in action. I’m 
honored to have 
received the Comcast 
NBCUniversal 
Leadership Award, 
and it was wonderful 
to connect with 
former corps 
members and 
friends. #CYworks 
— at Northeastern 
University. 

Not only did we honor outstanding alumni last week at Summer 
Academy in Boston, but also in Times Square! Meet our honorees 
here: http://alumni.cityyear.org/?2015Honorees

http://goo.gl/fuXstW 
http://www.omegadeltaphi.com/about-omega-delta-phi/national-executive-council


Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc. Beta Alpha Chapter, 
Celebrating 5 years of success and progress.

On April 16, 2010, nine distinctive men established 
Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc. at Northeastern 
Illinois University with the goal of establishing and 
maintaining a strong foundation of community service 
and scholarship. With dedication and commitment, 
these nine men set out to build a foundation based on 
the values of Unity, Honesty, Integrity, and Leadership. 
Since then, this Entity has grown to become a Chapter 
that houses 34 undergraduate brothers crossed to date 
and our Honorary Brother, Alberto Tito “Sir Maestro” 
Cordero.

Today, we celebrate five years of  service, brotherhood, 

and growth. Regardless of  our ups and down, we know 
that we have reached a milestone and have no plans 
of  stopping any time soon. We know how extremely 
important social media is to our success. We have put a 
lot of  focus on worrying about social media and making 
sure that the image that we portray as brothers is one of  
good intentions and the good deeds that we do. This is 
the main reason why solid planning of  events from year 
to year and of  course looking ahead and avoiding risk as 
much as possible is the most important thing of  all. Our 
chapter has been able to capture the essence of  proper 
planning and education of  our newer members. Starting 
with Fall 2014 our events included, but were not limited 
to:

1. Helping the civilians vote campaign initiative
2. What’s Holding multicultural men back from

success workshop with Dr. Guardia

Beta Alpha: Weathering The Storm

3. 6th Annual Toy Drive
4. Pie an Odphi
5. Halloween for the kids with Rush Hospital in

Chicago

Following a very strong Fall 2014 semester, the Knights 
at Beta Alpha went ahead and packed their Spring 2015 
semester even more:
1. Memorial for Flash and Stark
2. MLK Day of  Service with Rush Hospital- Feeding
the Homeless at the Franciscan House
3. How to be a Man workshop with Dr. Mitchell
4. International Day – Pozole boys
5. Diversity Week- Pozole boys
6. Upcoming Events
a. Exclusionary Practices and Misconceptions within
Greek Life Workshop with Dr Mitchell and Dr. Guardia 
(Based on the incidents relayed by the media about SAE 

at the University of  Oklahoma Campus)
b. 3rd Annual Cutie Pie
c. Alumni/Undergrad, Founder’s Day BBQ

Life as a college student, though, is not all about the 
fun. We have to remember why we are here. You 
have to sacrifice having fun and put in some work 
academically quite a bit. Our brothers have done an 
outstanding job being able to focus on their academic 
efforts and succeed. Here are some examples:

1. Johnny Jimenez, McNair Scholars Program
2. Giovanni Monterroso, Inducted into Alpha Chi

Honors Society

We also host our annual banquet; this year, it will bring 
a Mother’s day theme. If  you are around the area, 
bring your mothers out and enjoy a fantastic evening 

Beta Alpha: Weathering The Storm (Continued...)

Weathering
the 
storm:
beta alpha
Story
by Jose Jimenez



With the loss of  two brothers, Victor ‘Stark’ Maldonado and David ‘Flash’ Roman, in January 2014, it always 
seemed like we would not be able to pull out of  the slump. We are a young chapter and nothing seemed like it was 
working. That is until we started to focus our energy on turning a negative into a positive. We have made a huge 
comeback through our efforts and involvement in everything that we do. 

Given what our chapter has been through in recent years, we have realized that the sky is not the limit, but only 
a view. As stated by the chapter quite often, “We have no plans of stopping any time soon."

Beta Alpha: Weathering The Storm (Continued...)

Giving back to the community is the 
light Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, 
Inc. shines upon the world. In 
efforts to lead by example, the Alpha 
Alpha Chapter at Northwestern 
University really embodies what our 
organization stands for. This chapter 
has been doing some great things 
in the Northwestern and Evanston, 
Illinois communities. For this issue, 
we want to highlight an amazing 
program that they have had much 
success in. 

Alpha Alpha held their 9th Annual 
Silver Rose Scholarship Banquet 
on May 23, 2015. Nine years ago, 
Brother Christopher Cuellar had 
an idea to begin an annual program 
where the chapter can recognize 
an undergraduate woman who 
exemplifies the values of  ODPhi 
and has been dedicated to giving 
back to the community, much like 
Alpha Alpha. The recipients of  
these awards are selected based 
on a few factors such as previous 
community service experience, 
financial need, and what service 
project or internship they will be 
doing over the summer. 

In the last three years, the chapter 
has expanded the number of  

Denny Esquivel, Content Writer
Interviewed: Edgar Vazquez, AA Undergraduate

scholarships they give out. Adding 
one more award, Alpha Alpha has 
opened it to Senior students of  
Evanston Township High School 
who also exemplify the values of  our 
organizations, as well as has been 
involved in his or her community. 

Upon applying for the scholarship, 
Actives and Alumni from the 
chapter vote on who they feel is 
the most deserving for the awards. 
Alpha Alpha is an exemplary chapter 
in having their alumni involved in 
certain things. It is great to see that 
the chapter alumni come back to 
catch up with and advise the younger 
brothers, donate to their cause to 
make the scholarships possible, 
share wisdom and experiences with 
guests, and celebrate in Unity.

The Silver Rose Scholarship 
Banquet consists of  dinner with 
the brothers, family, friends, and 
colleagues. Usually, an alumnus 
brother delivers a keynote speech 
around a predetermined topic, as 
well as sharing his experience in 
ODPhi, at Northwestern, and what 
his is currently doing. After the 
keynote speaker, the two scholarship 
winners are announced and given a 
certificate. The high school student 

is awarded first, he or she introduces 
him/herself, and share what college 
or university they will be attending. 
The undergraduate student is 
awarded last. She introduces herself, 
and discusses what her summer 
project will be. Lastly, the current 
President ends the banquet with his 
closing remarks. 

Outgoing President, Edgar Vazquez 
said, “For us undergraduate 
brothers, it’s a similar experience. 
We take pride in being able to hold 
an event where we celebrate service 
and are able to enable others to do 
the same. It is our last event of  the 
year typically so we also use it as 
a way to celebrate our success in 
the academic year with our events, 
recruitment, etc. It is the culmination 
of  our year.”

Alpha Alpha Chapter does it all. The 
chapter perform well academically 
every quarter. They cross new 
members at consistent rate and 
graduate 100% of  the brothers. And 
their community service efforts 
are a model for what giving back 
to the community should be. We 
cannot wait to see what Alpha Alpha 
accomplishes next. 

9th Alpha Alpha Chapter Annual Silver Rose Scholarship Banquet



Realizing YouR 
FamilY’s goals in 

Real estate and insuRance.

“I know how important it is to make the right 
decisions for your family, particularly when it 
comes to buying or selling a home. I do whatever I 
can to maximize your investment and make your 
real estate experience a successful one.”

Chapa puts a high value on family and the decisions that can affect each and every member. As one 
of the Metroplex area's leading real estate professionals, J.J. easily relates to other area families and 

their goal of finding that ideal first home or selling their longtime residence. His expert knowledge of the local 
community, strong work ethic and keen business insights will make your family’s next move a complete success.

For your next move, put your family’s goals into the hands of a real estate professional who understands 
how much is riding on your investment. J.J. Chapa is Putting Your Family First when it comes to making 
the most of your next home purchase or sale. Call J.J. today for a complimentary consultation.

J.J.

(214) 837-0010     |     J J@JJChapa.com     |     www.JJChapa.com 

If you would have told me 
5 years ago I would have 
conquered my fear of heights 
and join a fraternity, I would 
have looked at you like you were 
crazy. I love trying new things :) 
#livinglife #odphi #87fam

-- @ jcblaze6

June  2015






